Our new and improved training site,
CampNRS.com is now live!

Here are some highlights:

POS - View our practical ‘How-To’ videos and learn all about each POS category.
Self Install - Set up your POS like a pro, with videos and our downloadable self-install guide.
Marketplace - Explore the Marketplace and its features, including thermal paper ordering.
BR Club - Learn about our built in BR Club customer loyalty program and all its perks.
Updates - Visit our notification center to view newly added CampNRS content, including the
latest videos and resources.

What’s changed in CampNRS?
- Videos are searchable. Extended search can accept phrases and small sentences to best
match your search; not only the specific keywords you searched, but also relevant results.
- English and Spanish. Videos sections are broken down in both languages.
- Translation capability. Site content (not videos) is completely translatable using the google
translate tool on the top right of every page.
- How-to Videos are broken down into POS button categories, with extended tutorials linked at
the bottom of each how-to video
- Resources and Policies page. Both pages are accessible through the “more” menu item.
Here you’ll find important marketing material and downloadable PDFs. (Any content that exists
in Spanish as well, is also here.)
- Updates Center - The header notifications module gives a short list of recent activity on the
site. If you hover over the megaphone icon in the header you can see a few notifications. If you
click view all updates, you can see all notifications with a link to what’s being referenced in the
updates page.
- You can ask us for help. On the side of the 'How To' and any other category page there is a
sticky sidebar (following you as you scroll down) that says ‘Need Help? Click Here’. This triggers
a pop-up form. This form is also accessible at the bottom of every page by clicking on 'Need
help? Send us a message.’
- You can give suggestions. On the bottom of every page there is a ‘comments/suggestions’
link triggered pop-up form where you can suggest anything or tell us about your user
experience.
- ‘Super Trooper’ Nominee. At the bottom of each page there is a ‘Super Trooper Nominee’
link triggered pop-up form where you can nominate any NRS employee to receive recognition.
- Password protected Employees and Distributors section. These sections house videos
specific to their user type along with different marketing materials for each.

Learn more! Visit the NEW CampNRS.com

